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Michael Pillsbury

During the Cold War, an influential group of American defence planners
sought to understand Soviet defence decisions by grasping the Soviet mind,
including exploring how the Soviet generals thought about war and their
opponents. This was achieved only through intensive intelligence collection
and intellectual analysis, including extensive use of open sources. It was a
process which, as George Kennan put it in his analysis of Soviet thinking,
‘would require living with contradictions’.1
A similar effort to understand the Chinese mind has not been undertaken
by modern strategists. The advocates of various China policies have been
largely unable to access the materials that would provide them insight into
how the Chinese might react, not just because of linguistic barriers and
restricted circulation, but because, to forecast Chinese defence decisionmaking over the long term, psycho-cultural factors may be as important as
rational or cognitive considerations. Understanding Chinese military fears
and concerns can provide insights into their military planning while enabling
American policymakers to assess the most successful strategic choices. Yet
understanding Chinese psycho-cultural factors promises to be more difficult
than studying the Soviets. Nathan Leites, for one, has suggested that China
might be more difficult to understand than the Russian language and culture.2
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Many observers have noted China’s lack of transparency about the
future size, scope and long-range goals of its military-modernisation
plans. Looking back, there have been forecasts that either overestimated
or underestimated Chinese military progress. Many policy opportunities
depend in part on understanding the choices China has already made, as
well as future decisions that other nations may be able to influence. Drawing
on limited available open-source evidence and a review of Chinese internal
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writings,3 16 psychological factors – military fears or vulnerabilities – can be
identified that illustrate why China has designed the forces it has and that
reveal those factors likely to influence Chinese military policy in the future.

US policy and Chinese fears
Broad calls for engagement with China have long been the currency of
American policymakers. Advocates of engagement attack non-existent
straw men who purportedly want war with or aggressive containment of
China. Yet in a review of US writings from the past decade, not a single
author could be found who promoted containment or predicted inevitable
war with China.4 Rather, the authors largely ignored the problems presented
by China’s rise and minimised the fearful hostility of the Chinese military
under the assumption that successful US–China engagement would make
serious military concerns irrelevant. This view was dominant until about
2009, causing intelligence and defence officials to greatly underestimate the
pace of Chinese military development during more than a decade of rapid
Chinese advancement.5 As Henry Kissinger noted in a recent article, ‘enough
material exists in China’s quasi-official press and research institutes to lend
some support to the theory that relations are heading for confrontation
rather than cooperation’.6 Faced with such rapid military advancement and
an assertive China over the past few years, the notion that unconditional
US–China engagement is the way forward has declined in prominence.
A second view among American analysts of how best to deal with China
might be described as the ‘meet-force-with-force’ approach.7 Among the
advocates of this approach are leading proponents of new weapons-system
acquisitions, who claim they merely want to maintain the traditional force
balance that has been disrupted by China’s military advancement. While
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there are valid arguments to be made for certain systems, these proposals
and the related analysis of military hardware concerns mainly technical and
budgetary issues, such as doubling the American shipbuilding rate and the
US Air–Sea Battle Office, that are outside the scope of this article.8
Instead, this article focuses on a third set of proposals, which might be
thought of as the work of ‘strategists’. Proponents are cognisant of the limits
on future US defence spending and know the importance of wise resource
Downloaded by [National Defense University] at 08:27 02 October 2012

allocation. These thinkers are inspired by traditional geopolitical strategists
dating to Richelieu and draw lessons from the US approach to the Soviet
Union.
The policy proposals they have developed vis-à-vis China revolve around
three concepts: reassurance, cost imposition and dissuasion.9 Regarding
reassurance, one set of policies is intended to convince the Chinese leaders
that their military expansion is excessive and that they should limit their
build-up. It may be possible to blend or combine this set of reassurance
proposals with a second set of policies that use cost-imposition strategies
to influence future Chinese decisions. As in a game of chess, each US
policy move can elicit a counter-move, with the goal being to steer Chinese
military investments away from disruptive weapons systems and power
projection toward more conventional, domestic self-defence systems.
Finally, dissuasion policies are aimed at countering China’s forces in such a
way that they find disruptive military investments unproductive.
One way of evaluating the potential effectiveness of these policies should
be to apply the principle of ‘first, do no harm’, which requires any policy
approach that pursues these techniques to have a good idea of China’s
likely response. How might a strategy be designed for the United States
and China’s neighbours to limit disruptive features of the Chinese military
build-up? It seems intuitively obvious that any effort by the United States
or China’s major neighbours (Russia, India, Japan, Vietnam and Central
Asia) to either reassure China or steer it away from disruptive weapons
investments and force deployments will be decisively affected by the
Chinese leadership’s decision-making process and military ‘mind’.
Unfortunately, the decision-making process is obscure. It is difficult for
non-Chinese to assess the unique cultural environment of Chinese military
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strategists when considering which of these policies to pursue. In many
historic confrontations, strategists have sought to understand the thinking
and motivations of their adversaries so as to better anticipate their actions.
While notionally governed by rational analysis, the behaviour of most
strategic actors is highly influenced by their psychological peculiarities:
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factors such as emotions, culture and fears.10

The sixteen fears
These 16 fears explain why Beijing sees specific strategic needs and has
focused China’s defence build-up over the past decade on certain systems.
There is no way to know if this list is complete, nor is it possible to rank
order the intensity of these fears, but all are likely to continue to influence
Chinese defence decision-making in the long term.
1. Fear of an island blockade – Many in the Chinese military fear that
China could be easily blockaded by a foreign power because of the
maritime geography of an island chain stretching from Japan to
the Philippines that is perceived to be vulnerable to fortification.11
The islands are seen as a natural geographical obstacle blocking
China’s access to the open ocean that is actively being exploited by
surrounding countries.12 Indeed, a former Japanese naval chief of staff
has boasted that Chinese submarines would be unable to slip into
the deep waters of the Pacific through the Ryukyu island chain, to the
north or south of Taiwan, or through the Bashi (Luzon) Strait without
being detected by US and Japanese anti-submarine forces.13 Chinese
military authors frequently discuss the need for training, exercises
and a military campaign plan to break out of an island blockade.14
One operations-research analysis describes seven lines of enemy
capabilities that Chinese submarines would have to overcome to
break a blockade.15 The opponent is assumed to have an anti-China
blockade system of anti-submarine nets, hydro-acoustic systems,
underwater mines, surface warships, anti-submarine aircraft,
submarines and reconnaissance satellites.16 The Chinese officers
who wrote this analysis cited ten earlier studies from 1997 to 2004
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that also assessed how to estimate the force required for breaking
out of an island-chain blockade.17
2. Fear of a loss of maritime resources – Another maritime fear that
concerns Chinese authors is that valuable resources within China’s
maritime territorial boundaries are being plundered by foreign
powers because of China’s naval weakness, threatening the country’s
Downloaded by [National Defense University] at 08:27 02 October 2012

future development.18 Various proposals have been advocated
to improve the situation. Zhang Wenmu, a former researcher at a
Ministry of State Security think tank, goes so far as to say: ‘The navy
is concerned with China’s sea power, and sea power is concerned
with China’s future development. As I see it, if a nation lacks sea
power, its development has no future.’19 An article published in the
military journal Military Economic Research (Junshi Jingji Yanjiu) in
2005 states that China’s external-facing economy, foreign trade and
overseas markets ‘all require having a powerful military force as a
guarantee, otherwise China will be possibly caught being passive’.20
3. Fear of the choking-off of sea lines of communication – Many
Chinese writings touch on the vulnerability of China’s sea lines
of communication (SLOCs), especially the petroleum ‘lifeline’
in the Strait of Malacca.21 Advocates of a blue-water navy cite the
insecurity of China’s energy imports.22 According to one Chinese
observer, US, Japanese and Indian fleets together ‘constitute
overwhelming pressure on China’s oil supply’,23 though another
study concludes that ‘only the U.S. has the power and the nerve to
blockade China’s oil transport routes’.24 Similarly, Campaign Theory
Study Guide, a 2001 textbook written by scholars at China’s National
Defense University (NDU), raises several potential scenarios for
the interdiction and defence of sea lines of communication.25 The
Science of Campaigns, an important text also published by the
NDU, discusses SLOC defence in its 2006 edition.26 Some authors
express urgency: ‘Regarding the problems … of sea embargo or
oil lanes being cut off … China must …. “repair the house before
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it rains”.’ These advocates seem to want to quickly shift priorities
away from a submarine-centric navy to one with aircraft carriers
as the ‘centerpiece’. The most ambitious advocates of emphasising
the security of sea lines of communication call for a global Chinese
force presence.27
4. Fear of a land invasion or territorial dismemberment – China
Downloaded by [National Defense University] at 08:27 02 October 2012

has outlined campaign plans against various invasion scenarios
in a training manual intended for military use only;28 and an
influential 2005 study conducted by researchers from the NDU,
the Academy of Military Science and other top strategy think
tanks assessed the vulnerabilities of each of China’s seven military
regions, examining the various routes that an invading force
could take.29 They used the military geography of each region and
the frequency of historical invasion by foreign forces to forecast
future vulnerabilities to land attack, even identifying neighbours
as potential invaders.30 Recent changes to the structure of the
People’s Liberation Army appear to be directed at improving the
country’s resistance to land invasion.31
5. Fear of an armoured or airborne attack – The three military regions
along the northern border with Russia, including the Beijing military
region, are said to be vulnerable to armoured attacks and to airborne
landings, as expressed in the 2005 study China’s Theater Military
Geography.32 The Northern Sword exercise in Inner Mongolia in 2005
involved elements of two armoured divisions: over 2,800 tanks and
other vehicles performed China’s ‘largest field maneuver’ involving
armoured troops and an airlift over 2,000km that simulated an attack
on terrorists who were receiving foreign military support.33 One can
infer from press reporting that the exercise was intended to counter
a putative armoured invasion.
6. Fear of internal instability, riots, civil war or terrorism – Constant
Chinese proclamations against ‘splittists’ in Taiwan, Tibet and
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Xinjiang have become accepted as part of ordinary Chinese rhetoric,
but these statements reflect a deep concern about China’s territorial
integrity.34 A researcher with the Central Party International Liaison
Department placed internal threats from ‘splittists’ and the Falun
Gong religious movement on the same level as the threat posed by
US hegemony.35 This overlaps with Beijing’s concern over terrorism,
with many authors chronicling evidence of violent incidents and
Downloaded by [National Defense University] at 08:27 02 October 2012

warning that more must be done. By September 2003, Chinese
media were reporting that ten counter-terrorism exercises a month
were taking place throughout the country, a frequency that the
Communist Party mouthpiece, Renmin Ribao, characterised as
‘rarely seen before’.36 Scenarios practiced during such exercises
have involved hostage-taking, bank robberies, armed attacks on
government facilities and athletic events, simulated attacks with
chemical and biological weapons, the collapse of tall buildings,
explosions at shopping centres and the theft of biological
agents.37
7. Fear of attacks on pipelines – China’s press has reported on annual
exercises for pipeline defence (called the Great Wall exercises) since
at least 2001.38 It is unclear whether the threat against pipelines is
perceived as mainly related to domestic terrorism or seen as part of
a potential foreign land invasion as well. The fear may be indicated
in part by both campaign plans for training and China’s forces
designed for counter-terrorism.
8. Fear of aircraft-carrier strikes – For at least a decade, Chinese
military authors have assessed the threats from US aircraft
carriers and analysed how best to counteract them.39 Operationsresearch analysis has suggested how Chinese forces should be used
to deal with the vulnerabilities of US aircraft carriers,40 while other
research cites specific weapons systems that China should develop.41
The Chinese ‘anti-carrier missile’ is one of the responses to this fear
of carrier strikes.42
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9. Fear of major air-strikes – For much of its history, the People’s
Liberation Army Air Force was underdeveloped, and regarded as
unimportant by the dominant ground forces.43 Since 2004, however,
the air force has received a much larger mission and equal footing
with the other service branches.44 As it has sought to redefine its
mission, the air force has retired nearly 3,000 aircraft since 1990,
shrinking its combat inventory from roughly 5,000 to approximately
Downloaded by [National Defense University] at 08:27 02 October 2012

2,000 combat aircraft that are better able to defend China’s territory.45
The army continues to increase its role in air defence as well. Half of
China’s group armies now have air-defence brigades. In addition,
the army has received large quantities of equipment over the past
decade, including anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) guns, surface-to-air
missiles and logistics-support equipment. Fully one-third of the
army reserve divisions are AAA units, evidence of the fear of air
attack.46
10. Fear of Taiwanese independence – An independent Taiwan would
not only be a political catastrophe for regime legitimacy, but its loss
would be viewed by the People’s Liberation Army as a military
vulnerability as well, given the shipping traffic around the island
and Taiwan’s possible use by a foreign power for bases to contain
China and fortify the island chain.47 Extensive Chinese writings
about Taiwan leave the impression that Beijing fears its forces are
not yet sufficient to prevent independence. China has invested
heavily in capabilities intended to address the Taiwan contingency,
including a joint logistics system, improved command and control
for multi-service operations, naval capabilities to challenge and
delay the US Navy in key areas, and the development of air-power
and precision-strike capabilities for localised conflict. Yet the fear
remains.
11. Fear of insufficient forces to ‘liberate’ Taiwan – Since at least
1992, the People’s Liberation Army has focused heavily on its
lack of capabilities to deal with potential Taiwan conflicts.48
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Army training over the past 15 years has been heavily focused on
amphibious operations, with both the navy and the air force focused
on their respective missions to support Taiwanese contingencies.
As a result, over the past few years the armed forces have
demonstrated a number of improvements in the complexity and
quality of such training. Recently, emphasis has also been placed
on improved command and control, joint operations and electronic
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warfare.49 The navy is now fielding large numbers of Houbei guidedmissile patrol boats, while construction on modern destroyers and
diesel submarines has apparently slowed. Chinese expenditures in
recent years have been dedicated to closing gaps in infrastructure
development, particularly logistics facilities, transportation routes
and naval bases.
12. Fear of attacks on strategic missile forces by commandos, jamming
or precision strikes – The fears of the Second Artillery Corps, China’s
strategic missile force, are revealed in reports published by China’s
Rocket Force News that training exercises have emphasised strategies
to counter air attacks, attacks by special forces, electromagnetic
jamming, live-troop reconnaissance, and network attacks using
hackers and computer viruses.50 Electronic warfare and cyber
attacks on China’s missile forces are also a growing concern.51 In
mid-April 2006, a unit (bu) located in a mountainous region in
southern China held a military-training evaluation during which
‘enemy forces’ successfully employed electromagnetic jamming
against the command post.52
13. Fear of escalation and loss of control – Chinese military authors
express concern about ‘war control’ and ‘containment of war’, by
which they appear to mean avoiding loss of control and escalation.
Chinese views of information warfare stress the need to maintain
control;53 and discussions of the Second Artillery have stressed
command and control issues.54 A principal concern is that if a crisis
did escalate, China would be unable to maintain control over its
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forces even for the duration of the first battle, which is often decisive.
Means of maintaining control include deploying unexpected
‘assassin’s mace’ weapons and throwing the opponent off balance
at a critical point, or accelerating the seizure of key objectives before
the situation stabilises.55 By 2001, the problem of ‘war control’ was
seen as of sufficient importance to merit a chapter in The Science of
Military Strategy,56 but the most in-depth treatment of the subject
Downloaded by [National Defense University] at 08:27 02 October 2012

can be found in a 2001 NDU doctoral dissertation by Colonel Xiao
Tianliang, an assistant professor in the university’s Teaching and
Research Institute.57 The recommended approaches are either
military intimidation (weishe xing) or bargaining (jiaoyi xing). In the
extreme, as other authors note, the military approach may include
‘fighting a small war to prevent a large war’.58 Recent investments
to achieve these goals include the theatre-level automated
command and control capability embodied in the Qu Dian system,
described by Colorado Congressman Bob Schaffer as ‘a major
force multiplier’. Speaking in the House of Representatives,
he compared the system to the US Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System (JTIDS), noting that it featured ‘a secure, jamresistant, high-capacity data-link communications system for use in
tactical combat’.59 Meanwhile, China’s Sovremenny-class destroyers
have been described by Jane’s Fighting Ships as ‘the first Chinese
warships to have a data systems link’, which Jane’s analysts believe is
a Chinese version of the NATO-designated Squeeze Box.60 According
to Larry Wortzel, the Chinese military has made significant strides
in less than two decades in transforming itself into a force that can
engage in a modern war along its periphery out to a range of about
1,500 miles.61
14. Fear of cyber attack – Chinese military authors highlight numerous
risks to Chinese networks, including network leakage, failure to
construct secure systems and covert channels. According to one
study, China’s military information system faces ‘serious threats’ in
a modern information war;62 while four additional studies express
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similar concerns with the current state of the People’s Liberation
Army’s cyber defences.63 In a study by Ding Xiaofeng and Xue
Zhi, the authors assess the danger of distributed denial-of-service
network attacks, using game theory to show the dangers of this
kind of attack.64 Other authors are concerned with the potential
for information leakage from Chinese military networks.65 Many
security evaluation criteria have corresponding requirements for
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the analysis and processing of covert channels in highly secure
systems, including the field of steganography which conceals
messages in plain sight.66 To address these concerns, a proposal was
drawn up for new hardware that would make internal networks
more secure.67 This system passed the technical validation of the
State Password Management Committee in October 2004.68 Finally,
Chinese authorities are concerned that the Internet could turn the
population against them, and consequently feel a need to protect
‘China’s psychological space’.69
15. Fear of attacks on anti-satellite capabilities – For nearly a decade,
Chinese authors have been touting the advantages for China of

developing anti-satellite weapons capabilities, but only if deployed
covertly.70 One Chinese colonel has argued that from 2015, China
should develop space deterrence and ‘assassin’s mace’ space
weapons, while simultaneously maintaining a ‘low profile’ to protect
China’s international image.71 The international uproar following
China’s unannounced anti-satellite test in January 2007 may have
underscored the importance of maintaining secrecy.72 It is possible
that China’s military never intended to disclose the destruction
of the aging Fengyun-1 weather satellite, even to other parts of the
Chinese government.73 Only after the impact destroyed the satellite
and generated the worst debris field ever seen in low-Earth orbit
was the Chinese government forced to issue an explanation. The
intense reaction to the test may have affected Chinese military views
on the possibility that US forces might, in the event of a military
encounter with China, find it necessary to target launch sites located
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deep in the country’s interior.74 Addressing this fear would call for
more secure anti-satellite launch platforms, such as submarines, a
possibility that has been raised in the Chinese literature.75
16. Fear of regional neighbours India, Japan, Vietnam and Russia –
While Chinese military authors conspicuously avoid public
discussion of the dangers presented by their neighbours, the
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People’s Liberation Army is clearly very wary of threats from all
directions. Chinese authors pay close attention to relative force levels
and military activities in South Asia,76 and take notice of Indian
joint military exercises (such as Operation Checkerboard in 2001).77
One expert has claimed that US strategic goals for the Western
Pacific include restricting the navigation space for Chinese nuclearpowered submarines with help from India.78 As for Japan, while US
officials may see a pacifist country, many Chinese scholars harbour a
deep distrust of Japan’s military intent. Multiple authors have raised
concerns about Japanese nationalism and the country’s potential
to deploy nuclear weapons.79 Researchers at China’s Academy of
Military Science have also raised concerns about Japanese military
transformation.80 Even Russia, which may be considered a Chinese
ally, is not immune from scrutiny: Chinese are wary of what a Fudan
University professor describes as Russia’s ‘imperial’ psychology.81
These fears are intensive and extensive. All of them could influence Chinese
responses to American policies, and should be taken into account by
American policymakers in determining which China strategy would be
most effective.

$1 trillion to spend and fearful of the United States
Before examining some of the strategies that American policymakers might
choose to pursue, it is worth detailing the overall military context that has
created the need for a new policy approach in the first place. Since at least
December 2004, China has been debating the next phase of its military
development, which will extend over the coming 20–30 years. There are
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many debates within the Chinese military community over precisely what
direction to take, and it is difficult to evaluate the relative influence of those
officers who champion efforts to develop an overseas, power-projecting
Chinese military. According to former US Director of National Intelligence
Dennis Blair, Chinese national security policy, like that of India and Japan,
is not dominated by intense nationalist sentiment. ‘All three of these
countries have political parties or factions that favor [nationalist] policies’,
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he writes, ‘but they are currently small – if often vocal – minorities that
demonstrate little likelihood of coming to power’.82 In a similar spirit, Cortez
Cooper, a senior policy analyst at RAND, has testified that US leaders can
potentially channel Chinese military capacity ‘away from a decision to
build increasingly formidable maritime power-projection capabilities’.83
But a reading of Chinese military sources presents a strong argument from
the Chinese themselves that they are extremely wary of foreign military
threats and likely see a strong need for aggressive military development,
without which they cannot feel confident about their own national security.
Strong counter-arguments to the many vocal Chinese hawks are virtually
non-existent.
Furthermore, the financial resources available to the Chinese military
are significant. The RAND Corporation’s high-end (but still conservative)
projections of future Chinese military expenditures rise from an estimated
$75.6 billion in 2003 to $403bn in 2025.84 The lower estimate has expenditures
rising from $68.6bn in 2003 to $185bn in 2025.85 RAND also assessed the
potential resources that China might devote to purchasing military assets
in the coming two decades. Chinese military procurement from 2003 to
2025 in RAND’s high-end case was about half of what the United States
spent on military procurement and research and development (R&D)
between 1981 and 2003. By 2025, under this scenario, no other country
besides the United States would rival China in terms of weapon stocks. In
arriving at these findings, RAND assumed the Chinese Air Force’s share
of the total defence budget was about the same as the US Air Force’s share
of the Defense Department budget. In RAND’s view, the maximum likely
expenditures that China would make on air force R&D and on procuring
weapons and equipment for the air force between 2003 and 2025 would be
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on the order of $490bn. RAND did not perform this calculation for the US
Navy. However, using the same assumptions, the Chinese funds available
cumulatively for the Chinese navy would be about the same, in the range of
$500bn to spend on R&D and procurement of naval weapons from 2003 to
2025. Compounding this potential $1tr spending binge, RAND admitted to
using very conservative assumptions about Chinese economic growth rates
from 2003–25. Specifically, it was assumed that China would average no
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more than 5% growth over this period. At the same time, RAND assumed an
optimistic US economic growth rate of 3% from 2003–25. Adjusting China’s
projected growth rate upward to the country’s currently claimed rate of 10%
would greatly add to the $500bn that the Chinese navy and air force will
each have to spend on future weapons and R&D.

Soothing Beijing’s fears
As noted, the concept of reassurance figures prominently in the policy proposals
that have emerged as a result of China’s military build-up. Reassurance
policies seek to persuade Chinese leaders that they face no real threats and
therefore increased military spending is unnecessary. Policies based on these
concepts have prominent advocates – Henry Kissinger, for one, believes that
‘China can find reassurance in its own record of endurance and in the fact that
no U.S. administration has ever sought to alter the reality of China as one of the
world’s major states, economies, and civilizations’.86 However, Kissinger may
gravely underestimate the extent of China’s fears and distrust of the United
States. Because of China’s distinctive world view, relying on reassurance may
be insufficient. Moreover, efforts to shape or balance the disruptive elements
of China’s future armed forces may lead to unexpected consequences.
That said, there is one form of reassurance that, curiously, has never
been fully attempted, yet could prove effective. The United States has held
dialogues about arms control with China for years, but never formally
proposed a single measure of bilateral arms control, conventional or
nuclear.87 What kinds of bilateral arms control might work?
Christopher Twomey has suggested that quick ratification of the
Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty could send a positive signal
to China,88 as could reinvigorated diplomacy on a treaty cutting off the
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production of fissile material for weapons. On the latter issue, however,
China’s objections need to be taken seriously. China’s stockpile of fissile
material represents a miniscule fraction of the US stockpile. Freezing that
ratio indefinitely is something China would only concede to in response to
other inducements. These should be discussed frankly, including the need
for verification. Beyond these small-scale steps, a new non-proliferation
architecture is also needed. China must be integrally involved in its design.
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Bilateral confidence measures between China and the United States could
be discussed, particularly in the area of declaratory policy. The Chinese
have often asked why the United States is unwilling to offer a no-first-use
pledge. A blanket pledge might undermine US credibility in other regions,
but a no-first-use policy confined to the US–China arena would seem to
have fewer costs. Some of the questions surrounding such a policy remained
unanswered, however, including what benefits the United States would
receive from Beijing in exchange for such a pledge. It is also unclear whether
Beijing would view positively a definitive statement that the United States
accepts the existence of a Chinese secure second-strike capability, and what
the United States might hope for in return.
Another approach to reassurance would be to engage in quantitative,
binding arms-reductions negotiations with China.89 The time may someday
be ripe for traditional bilateral arms-control negotiations aimed at legally
binding, verifiable agreements between Beijing and Washington, or even
trilateral negotiations involving Moscow. At present, however, this seems
unlikely, as US officials may be absorbed with negotiating a follow-on to
START, and Chinese officials continue to assert that the United States and
Russia bear the immediate burden for nuclear disarmament, while opposing
the type of nuclear transparency needed for formal treaty negotiations.
The Chinese are not currently interested in discussing traditional
bilateral arms-control agreements for two reasons: in their eyes, doing so
suggests equating the contemporary US–China relationship with the Cold
War stand-off between the Soviet Union and the United States; and the US
arsenal remains much larger than China’s. Yet, it is wrong to expect such
views to hold in perpetuity. Christopher Twomey has argued that Beijing’s
emphasis on ambiguity about its arsenal, which is incompatible with serious
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negotiations over arms control, is not a cultural predisposition toward
‘strategic deception’ any more than was the Soviet Union’s early Cold War
emphasis on secrecy. Instead, these are rational strategies when nuclear
arsenals are small.90 He argues that unilateral US nuclear restraint could
influence Chinese defence decision-making; American restraint in deploying
highly accurate guidance systems on Trident II warheads, for example,
might bring in exchange tacit restraint in other areas from Beijing. Precisely
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these sorts of trades were at the heart of important arms-control agreements
between the Soviets and the United States during the Cold War. Although
such steps are premature today, understanding the

The Chinese
are in a difficult
position

possible parameters of such exchanges is useful for
laying the groundwork for future discussions.
A unilateral no-first-use pledge could encourage
China to reign in numerous aspects of its arsenal, with
necessary verification measures. Management of the
Chinese threat in particular will be easier without their

fearing a disarming first strike.91 The Chinese are in the difficult position
of currently seeing such a threat from both the United States and the
Russians. Encouraging Chinese restraint on missile numbers and payload,
for example, might be easier if Washington were to offer unilateral targeting
changes in the hopes of spurring Chinese arms reductions.
Some Americans worry that China might choose the course that the
Soviets chose in the 1960s: to build massive, counterforce war-fighting forces
in pursuit of overwhelming nuclear advantages over the United States and
the West. But, as Brad Roberts noted before he joined the Pentagon, there
seems to be no voice for this option in China.92 According to Roberts, it is
difficult to find ‘even a hint of Chinese interest in nuclear counterforce war
fighting strategies’ similar to the large force deployments by the United
States and the Soviet Union during the Cold War. China seems unmotivated
to compete with the United States, with its thousands of deployed intercontinental strike forces. Of course, very deep cuts in the US arsenal could
have the effect of motivating Chinese thinking down this route. Still, Roberts
concludes that today’s China is not the Soviet Union of 1984, bent on seeking
parity or even a nuclear advantage over the United States.
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Several other approaches to shaping the future of China’s military forces
have been publicly proposed both by scholars and current US officials. At
one end of the spectrum, there are pessimistic voices who caution that it will
be very difficult, if not impossible, for US policy to influence the future size
or shape of Chinese military forces. Mark Cozad, formerly of the Defense
Intelligence Agency, put this view best when he wrote that China’s decisions
will be largely outside of US control, making ‘it extremely difficult, at best,
Downloaded by [National Defense University] at 08:27 02 October 2012

to influence China’s decisions on military strategy and modernization’.93
On the more optimistic side of the spectrum, some officials and scholars
foresee significant opportunities to shape Chinese future forces. These
optimists have proposed at least three different approaches. Firstly, some
believe a long-term effort to emphasise that Washington wants only to
cooperate with China will reduce future Chinese defence acquisitions that
otherwise might be aimed at dealing with an American threat to China.
This approach would undertake to soothe possible Chinese anxieties that
the United States intends to limit China’s rise. Others propose to go beyond
reassurance to accommodation in order to limit disruptive Chinese defence
efforts. A second, closely related approach offered by several analysts
would be to take steps to channel Chinese defence spending away from
creating a global, blue-water navy or long-range power-projection forces, or
any increase in long-range nuclear forces. One example American authors
have proposed is for Washington to assure China that the United States will
protect China’s sea lines of communication.94 Another, related step would be
to eliminate any significant arms sales to Taiwan that might provoke China
to invest in long-range power-projection forces. A third recommended
approach would be to limit US defence programmes without reciprocity,
such as establishing a cap on US missile-defence capacity, to guarantee to
China that it could with confidence destroy American cities in the hope of
persuading China not to expand its nuclear forces.

How to be dissuasive
Beyond these ideas for reassurance and other possible steps to channel
China away from developing power-projection forces, a third important set
of proposed recommendations could be called ‘dissuasion’ or ‘competitive
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strategy’.95 Authors of these ideas wish to dissuade China from acquiring
disruptive forces by, for example, developing US weapon systems and
competitive capabilities as a means of stimulating China to reallocate
defence spending to counter these new US forces. One such proposal is to
build a long-range stealth bomber to influence China to allocate more to air
defences. Prompt Global Strike proponents have proposed such a capability
to pre-empt Chinese anti-satellite weapons and perhaps dissuade China
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from entering the anti-satellite field at all.
Among the more creative dissuasion strategies that have been proposed
are those developed by Robert Martinage before he joined the Pentagon.
(He has emphasised that his ideas are illustrative only.96) These include
the idea, based on a century-old British concept, of encouraging China to
invest heavily in a blue-water navy, the rationale being that it is preferable
for Beijing to invest in soon-to-be obsolete technology, such as 30-year-old
Russian aircraft carriers that can be easily sunk by US, Indian, Japanese
or Vietnamese missiles, than in the more advanced technologies it might
otherwise pursue.97 One way of doing so might be to facilitate India’s
development of a blue-water navy, or otherwise increase the perceived
threat to China’s sea lines of communication, thus encouraging Chinese
investment in blue-water capabilities sooner, more vigorously and on a
larger scale than might otherwise be the case. A second recommendation
would be for Washington to take action to encourage China to focus on
short-range, coastal ships rather than long-range ships. This would mean
encouraging the perception among Chinese decision-makers that their
country’s territorial waters were threatened, and therefore that coastal
defences should be prioritised over an expensive, global blue-water navy
and a network of worldwide bases. For example, the United States could
ratchet up the perceived threat to China’s home waters posed by US attack
submarines, thus encouraging Beijing to shift more resources into coastal
anti-submarine warfare capabilities.98
In another category of dissuasion, Washington could exploit armscontrol agreements in areas that are strategically advantageous to the United
States, for example, by barring the fielding of terrestrial and space-based
anti-satellite capabilities, or by trying to block advanced bioweapons or
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tailored-effect nuclear weapons such as electromagnetic-pulse, enhancedradiation or very low-yield weapons. In addition, the United States could
develop, field, and demonstrate capabilities needed to disable or destroy
future Chinese capabilities, such as weapons that could penetrate China’s
anti-access or area-denial networks, and attack both fixed and mobile targets
across the Chinese homeland. Similarly, the United States could develop
stealthy, long-range and persistent intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance
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and precision-strike capabilities; nuclear-powered attack submarines and
ballistic-missile submarines; navy unmanned combat air systems for carrier
decks; abilities for locating and neutralising hardened and deeply buried
targets; airborne and space-based remote sensing; micro-robotic sensors;
earth-penetrating weapons; and electronic-attack capabilities (including
high-power microwave and cyber-attack capabilities). Washington could also
develop and demonstrate defences and counter-measures such as hardening
US bases in the Pacific, which would force China to expend multiple missiles
per shelter in any attack scenario and hence compel the country to invest
in more expensive, longer-range missiles with unitary warheads. Another
option would be to demonstrate more effective cruise- and ballistic-missile
defence capabilities, or to equip future US military satellites with on-orbit
refuelling capabilities, enabling them to manoeuvre more frequently.
Finally, the United States could try to convince China that the military
capabilities it seeks could be rendered irrelevant or obsolete. For example,
Washington could seek to render radio-frequency jamming irrelevant by
investing in laser communications and fielding terrestrial substitutes for
satellite systems (such as high-altitude airships and very long-endurance
unmanned aerial vehicles); it could also render Chinese short-range ballistic
missiles less relevant by investing in extended-range land- and carrierbased aircraft. The United States could also place increased emphasis on
submerged power projection, devaluing China’s major investment in
surface-navy ‘area-denial’ capabilities.

Gauging China’s reactions
No matter what kind of strategy is adopted, all analysts agree that much
depends on how the Chinese react to it. Yet it may be a mistake to assume
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that China will react at all to any US strategic moves. According to a study
published in Harvard Business Review, in market competition, one-third of
the time private companies do not respond to their rivals’ actions.99 It may
be that Chinese strategic decision-making parallels the decision-making
of business organisations, meaning that, at least in some cases, American
approaches may fail to produce a result. This outcome might be minimised,
however, by evaluating any given strategy with reference to the following
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questions:
•

Will Chinese decision-makers even realise that the United States
has made a move? Even if an action seems obvious, Chinese
decision-makers may not recognise it.

•

Can Chinese decision-makers still meet their goals despite the
US move? If so, they may conclude that mounting a response is
not worth the expense and distraction, unless their real fears and
sensitivities have been provoked.

•

Will mounting a response be a priority? Chinese decision-makers
have a full agenda that would have to be curtailed to react. If they
have already committed to plans that will occupy all their attention,
they may be reluctant to shift their priorities, again unless their real
fears or major sensitivities have been stimulated.

•

Can Chinese decision-makers overcome organisational inertia?
Many officials might resist if reacting requires major organisational
changes.

•

To what degree can China be convinced that the United States has
benign, accommodating and cooperative intentions? Nationalistic –
even paranoid – publications have appeared in China that suggest
the country may never accept American reassurances, as these
will always be seen as cloaking a secret strategy to contain China’s
growth.

•

How intense are the various Chinese fears that would be heightened
by a US strategy intended to channel Chinese defence investments
away from power projection and disruptive systems? Will positive
efforts be sufficient? Alternatively, are Chinese fears so intense that
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it will be relatively easy to shift China away from global powerprojection forces and toward cooperation and domestic-oriented
defence spending?
Of course, if the Chinese do decide to react to a US move, they are almost
sure to choose the response that promises the biggest pay-off according
to their own analysis. It is vital, therefore, that American policymakers
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study Chinese decision-makers’ actual (as opposed to theoretical or ideal)
behaviour and preferences, so as to better estimate the likelihood of their
responding at all, to identify the responses they are likely to consider, and
to evaluate which of these will have the biggest pay-off according to their
own criteria. Moreover, it should always be remembered that linkages and
organisational factors in Chinese decision-making may be in play so that
certain US strategic choices might actually provoke an even more aggressive
Chinese military expansion and increase in the military’s share of overall
spending. Obviously, no American strategist would wish to provoke an
overall increase in Chinese suspicion and mistrust of the United States that
would lead to a greater level of defence spending than otherwise would
have been the case.
*

*

*

Those who minimised China’s military build-up over the past two decades
have had to revise their views. Renewed creativity will be needed as
American policymakers determine whether it is possible to limit the
disruptive aspects of China’s future forces and, if so, how. America’s Cold
War experience may be worth recalling as Washington goes about selecting
an effective strategy toward China: Christopher Ford and David Rosenberg
remind us that many years of extensive intelligence work to penetrate the
Soviet military mind was necessary before precise measures – including
arms-control negotiations – could be designed to cap Moscow’s forces.100
Whether we have reached this level of understanding of China is an open
question that deserves to be answered. Until it is, policymakers’ guiding
principle should be to ‘first, do no harm’.
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